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Abstract
Sustainability assessment can prove to be highly effective when performed in early design phase
of building projects. Currently, Building Information Model (BIM) applications are responsive
towards environmental sustainability assessment. However, same is not true about economic
and social sustainability dimensions. Requirements of including social and economic sustainability
assessment in BIM based design process as well as continuously enriching geospatial information in 3D
city modeling (3DCM) form has led towards the model design idea for BIM application plugin.
Besides the growing understanding of social and economic significance in sustainability issues, design
consultants still lack comprehensive tools that can holistically assist sustainable design process. The
plugin application is to provide information relevant to economic and social sustainability parameters
for different localities in urban environment. While making BIM based sustainability analysis
inclusive of social and economic sustainability, this plugin will also play a positive role in design
process for building projects by consolidating building development bylaws information at a common
platform. The plugin is intended to help make comparative sustainability assessments of multiple design
proposals for a project in different neighborhoods inclusive in terms of all sustainability dimensions and
it will also help BIM applications to mature in terms of business related with building projects.
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1. Introduction
Early design and pre-construction phases hold high significance when it is about decisions
regarding sustainability features for a building form (Azhar et al., 2010; Azhar et al., 2011).
Access to a comprehensive data set comprising form of a building, its context, materials as well
as mechanical-electrical-plumbing (MEP) systems is needed in order to make accurate
building performance assessments in early design and pre-construction phases. An opportunity of
incorporating sustainable measures throughout the design process is created by BIM which merges
multidisciplinary information within a single model (Autodesk, 2008; Azhar et al., 2011). BIM
applications like Revit are evolving into
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comprehensive building information modeling programs with their use being continuously emphasized
for all stages during building lifecycle.
The use of mature sustainability assessment tools during design and planning stages of building projects
cannot be overemphasized. The preferred way of effective decision making is to put more thought in the
design stage of the project, to accomplish major changes with little efforts as shown in Figure-1. It is true
that the operational energy in building sector far exceeds the embodied energy owing to large life spans of
buildings. However, the decisions related to materials early in the design stages can not only help
optimize embodied energy but also result in potential savings in operational energy of buildings. Energy
saving is not the only concern of sustainability. Sustainability in building projects also demands them to
be well balanced in terms of social values, economic viability and environmental impact.

Figure 1: Collaboration, integrated information, and the life cycle in building design, construction and
operation (Fallon & Magan, 2006).

By far, BIM applications like Autodesk Revit® have played only a limited role in sustainability issues.
BIM Applications like Revit® can analyze conceptual building masses as well as complete building
models in terms of building energy performance. Another important development in Revit® for example,
is the introduction of a plugin known as Tally®, which performs life cycle inventory (LCI) analysis of
building models in consideration. Such assessment tools incorporated within BIM applications can
provide a fair grasp on environmental sustainability status of building projects, but sustainability is not
only about environment. And the other dimensions of sustainability by far seem to be overlooked by BIM
applications.
In this paper, the research model for a Real Estate plugin for BIM applications such as Autodesk Revit®
is proposed, explored and discussed. This plugin within the BIM application will efficiently and
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effectively provide design team as well as client an early grasp of the sustainability status of the building
project in terms of less-explored social and economic sustainability dimensions. Not just a foundation to
holistic sustainability assessment, but the research model once turned into a working application will also
help clients make better economic decisions.
Along with an improvement in the sustainability assessment analysis of the building sector, this research
model will also help in local bylaws assessments of building projects. Hence, helping designers to save
countless hours of effort as well as improving workflow in design process.

2. Literature Review
2.1 3D City Modeling (3DCM)
Google Earth® virtual globe along with many online applications which have followed this approach, has
resulted in changing individuals’ interactions with spatial data obtained from 2D maps and 3D virtual
geographic environment (VGE) (Butler, 2006; Lin & Zhu, 2005; Zhu et al., 2009). VGEs do not only
hold high importance for urban areas but also provide effective tools for geospatial communication. A
virtual city with conceptually coherent, consistent and technically sound geospatial information modelling
constitutes 3D city modeling (3DCM). City Models provided by 3DCM must be integrative and evolving.
Such models provide reliable as well as accurate information of built environment in terms of topology
and geometry. Innovative 3D measurement techniques such as CAD, LIDAR and GIS are employed by
3DCM. 3DCMs use data from a wide range of fields. Particularly for indoor facilities as well as
underground utilities, 3DCM makes use of CAD and BIM model data. Despite the advancement in this
field, 3D building and city modeling proves to be very time-consuming and highly expensive because of
the manual labor involved in the activity (Zhu et al., 2009). 3D geographical information systems (3D
GIS) use modeling from diversified contexts such as facility management, computer graphics,
construction, architecture and engineering (Kolbe et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2009).
The uses of 3DCMs are plenty and diverse. For instance, in China major users are employing it in urban
planning discipline. Besides that its applications can also be in microclimate study, environmental study,
virtual tourism services, location-based services, real estate business, risk routing and analysis as well as
car navigation services. Google Earth® has an important role in providing geometric and graphic models
with good visualization. But the topological and semantic experience is neglected by this enterprise,
making the data insufficient for analytical tasks and spatial queries. Microsoft has updated its Virtual
Earth 3D® with high resolution textures delivering photorealistic experience. Microsoft has also
committed to developing 500 city models (virtualearth.com). A UK aerial surveying specialist
organization known as Bluesky®, has worked on some highly accurate and detailed city models of UK
cities (www.bluesky-world.com). Megacities in china such as Guangzhou and Wuhan are developing city
models covering entire urban localities for the purpose of urban planning, construction as well as
management. It is evident that industries requiring 3D models for urban environment will get benefits
from cost-effective and innovative products satisfying range of customer needs. This is because of ability
of 3D city models to provide individuals with better ways of communicating, representing, managing and
understanding the natural world. The challenges of building a virtual city occur in areas of interoperable
and seamless massive database management as well as related to fully automated, accurate and real-time
3D data acquisitioning (Zhu et al., 2009).
Fang et al. (2009) introduced the model for an integrated real estate agency platform. The working of the
proposed platform is similar to a search engine that loads information as previously provided there by real
estate agencies. The platform is open for agents to login and share information, hence increasing rate of
transaction. Along with this it also makes use of GIS service by engaging Google Map engine, to mark
locations as users send their requests.
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As described above, the foundations for an information pool related to geospatial locations already exist
in the form of 3DCMs as well as integrated real estate platform models. This already existing database
can also be exploited to develop a real estate plugin for BIM applications.

3. Methodology
When it comes to design and detailing of architectural spaces, BIM applications like Autodesk Revit® are
equipped with powerful tools. Such applications, ask designer to locate exactly where the facility needs to
be built. Such an option is helpful in calculation of HVAC loads, in deciding building orientation and in
locating nearby weather station to perform energy performance analysis of building but beyond that a
BIM application has little to do with building location. For a facility design that is economically as well
as socially sustainable, the location of the project holds a lot of significance. For instance, same facility
can be built in ten different locations of the same city, with each location offering different social as well
as economic challenges because of varying communities, localities and different prices of land in the city.
The use of building location as a variable in architectural design process using BIM can be associated
with many benefits as well as a potential change in conceptual design process.
3.1 Enabling Conceptual Mass Studies of Project Proposals at Different Sites in the City
For a certain budget allocated to a project, the investor may be interested in working out his options for
different parts of the city. With the real estate features synthesized for a BIM application in the form of a
plugin application, the designer can conduct conceptual mass studies for proposals of the same project in
different city neighborhoods. A very important part of real estate plugin can be a database with multiple
3DCMs. Therefore, reviewing project proposals at hand within three dimensional city model can make
the initial design process much productive and extremely decisive.
3.2 An Account of the Social Sustainability of Project Proposal in Different Neighborhoods
Building projects are not executed in isolation. Social sustainability depends on a variety of parameters.
These parameters are not only the function of the facility which is to be built, but also a function of
neighborhood in which it will be built. A highly significant contribution from the real estate plugin
application can be the rapid provision of social sustainability information to the designer early on in the
project phase, while different proposals of the same project are being evaluated in different
neighborhoods of the city. The plugin application is to also hold record of different amenities already
present in a neighborhood, and the kind of facilities that still need to be worked upon. A land directory
contained within this application will help see the lands in neighborhood vacant for occupation, along
with the contact information of land owners or real estate agency in charge.
Table 1: Social factors to consider during Project inception stage
Social factors
relating….
Social factors
to consider
during
Project
inception
stage

Land

Heritage

Employment

Infrastructure

Safety

Other

Land Use which
ensures
that
project land site
protects
cropland
and
natural
resources

Natural and
cultural
heritage
conservation

Local
employment
opportunities

Infrastructure
capacity
building

Safety
Community
assessment
amenities
of
future provision
safety risks
to
public
and project
users
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In a research by Shen et al. (2007), a checklist of various sustainability factors is composed which entails
construction projects throughout their lifecycle starting from project inception stage and ending at project
demolition stage. The social factors of prime importance to be considered during project inception stage
are shown in Table 1. The real estate plugin will provide data related to many such parameters to ensure
that the social sustainability assessment is performed adequately.
3.3 An Account of the Economic Sustainability of Project Proposal in Different Neighborhoods
The economic sustainability parameters for different proposals of the same building project in different
neighborhoods of city can vary significantly. Hence, the early information regarding purchasing power of
neighborhood, price of land, as well as crime rate and similar information regarding different
neighborhoods can prove to be extremely useful while different proposals of the building project are
under consideration.
Table 2: key performance indicators related to Economic sustainability
Economic Indicators
Affordability and economic performance
Manageability aspects of building
Adaptability & flexibility
Whole life value
While Alwaer and Clements-Croome (2010) performed research for assessing sustainable intelligent
buildings using key performance indicators, economic indicators were identified related to sustainable
intelligent buildings and included owing to their role in whole lifecycle of buildings. Table-2 comprises
these findings. Although, not all economic indicators are dependent on project location, still a significant
role is played by localities and neighborhoods in overall economic sustainability of building projects.
3.4 A Record of Neighborhood Bylaws
The bylaws of different neighborhoods of the same city can vary and for designers, the process of
collecting this information and organizing it to make it useful for project at hand can prove to be a
cumbersome process. Real estate plugin will also be meant to help provide designers with all necessary
bylaws information in predefined formats. Moreover, such an application will also be able to run a bylaws
assessment of building projects.

4. Model Development
The purpose of this paper is to bring to surface the need of a thorough sustainability assessment as well as
to introduce a model that can help develop real estate plugin, a BIM based sustainability assessment tool.
An explanation of already existing supportive technology is made as well as benefits such a plugin can
bring into decision making process related to building construction. Upon considering requirements to
develop such an application and after a thorough identification of available technology, the working
model for the plugin application is developed. The working model for the application keeps in regard, the
prevalent design process in building construction industry. By keeping requirements of client beforehand
and proceeding in a step by step approach to include maximum sustainability assessment during
preliminary design and site selection process, a working model for the real estate plugin is formed. This
model is demonstrated in Figure-2.
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Figure 2: A research model showing the inside working of the Real Estate plugin
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The fully functional real estate plugin will have 3D city maps for generating building perspectives from
different important angles as well as for calculating effects of wind on building form. Moreover, this
plugin will also have a database containing lists of lands available as well as a directory of land owners
and real estate agencies for available lands. Real estate plugin will also have a database comprised of
social parameter values for different neighborhoods of the city. Table-1 contains a small list of social
factors to be considered during project inception stage, however for the sake of this plugin some different
indicators and parameters might also be considered depending upon the ease of availability as well as
effectiveness in sustainability assessment process. Real estate plugin will also contain a database
comprising economic parameters for different neighborhoods of the city. For the sake of a mature design
experience using BIM, bylaws for building sector development for different neighborhoods of the city
will also be included in the real estate plugin. In this paper, a trivial introduction to indicators and
parameters is made for the sake of clarity. A thorough investigation of indicators and parameters related
to social and economic sustainability to be included in the real estate plugin, is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Table 3: A comparative analysis of various design proposals using Real Estate plugin

Key Aspects
Unit
No. of floors
No.
Gross floor area
Sq.ft
Land occupied
Sq.ft
Land price
$/Sq.ft
Sustainability
Social
Cumulative
Value
Economic
Environmental
Sustainability aggregate value

Proposal -1
3
25,000
8,400
1,000

Proposal -2
4
25,000
6,500
1,300

Proposal -3
5
25,000
5,250
1,200

0.25
0.3
0.3
0.85

0.28
0.29
0.27
0.84

0.15
0.34
0.31
0.8

As shown in Table 3, a comparative sustainability assessment for three different proposals of an office
building in three different neighborhoods of the city is made. The hypothetical land prices as shown in the
table as well as social and economic sustainability values, will be an outcome of real estate plugin. The
hypothetical figures shown in the table are only to elaborate and signify the role of the real estate plugin
for sustainability assessment purpose.

6. Discussion
The development of real estate plugin can result in a paradigm shift for designers and investors as they
deal with their projects during design stage. After this application gets developed, sustainable
development using BIM will probably become a more preferable way of development, owing to the ease,
thoroughness and transparency offered in the process. The idea of such an approach will result in
inexpensive building projects with happy, healthy and satisfied living and relatively lower environmental
impacts during their construction and operational life.
The functionality, usability and workability of the plugin is easy to understand and so are the variety of
challenges that can prove to be a bottleneck in development and complete functioning of such an
application. The first challenge for such an application is to use a variety of 3DCM data available and to
overlay this three dimensional spatial data with layers of economic and social information as well as
development bylaws information of different localities and neighborhoods.
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As this paper only explores and discusses the workflow and advantages associated with the model of real
estate plugin application, in future a detailed identification of the indicators and parameters necessary for
economic and social sustainability assessments will be made. Besides this, the development of the plugin
application itself requires efforts from experts belonging to various disciplines, so considering the limited
available resources, only the research model for the plugin will be developed.

7. Conclusion
Taking in consideration the participatory role of economic and social sustainability in the overall
sustainability concept, a research model is proposed that will help in development of a real estate plugin
for BIM applications. With the reality based data provided to designers by the proposed plugin, the
comparative sustainability analysis for different proposals in different locations using BIM will become
efficient, easier and effective. Owing to the critical nature of decisions made early on in the life of a
building, a thoroughness in sustainability assessment during initial design and planning phase will not
only result in a better way of land selection but also in development of a sustainable building form. By
addressing social and economic sustainability demands and observing them for different neighborhoods
of the city using real estate plugin, the process of sustainable assessment will become easier for design
consultants and comprehensive for clients. Hence, two imminent advantages will be inherent from use of
real estate plugin, the first one being a maturity in BIM based sustainability assessment process and
secondly, a clarity in the whole concept of sustainable building development will be achieved for client as
well as design consultant.
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